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3 BIG IDEAS TO BOOST YOUR
MARKETING

3 Types of Marketing Leaders
THE OSTRICH
Focused inward on their own business and
carries on expecting business to be the same
tomorrow as it is today and was yesterday.
Their marketing-to-sales ratio remained more
or less constant yet their performance was
below average. They were generally apathetic:
“We’re already good enough at what we do”.
Such organizations tend to be internally
obsessed, focused on processes and
operations, cut off from their customers.

3 Types of Marketing Leaders
THE DUCK HUNTER
Keeps an extremely close eye on what
competitors do. When competitors make
changes, they react accordingly. They pushed
their businesses hard, trying to drive sales
through aggressive marketing spending. They
invested heavily in marketing to make up for
an inferior product that failed to really connect
with customers. They then compensated for
expensive marketing by cutting operations and
R&D: the very activities that could have
improved their situation.

3 Types of Marketing Leaders
THE RADAR OPERATOR
The most profitable companies were decreasing
their relative marketing spending by 4% over the
time frame yet their achieved revenue growth
was 93% greater than the Pushers. They
continually explored their customers evolving
needs and could respond with compelling offers.
All their operations were focused on this, so
they succeeded in providing the best offer in
the most efficient way.

REFLECTION: Discuss which of these 3 best describes you and why?

VALUE PYRAMID

The company offers a service or product which customers feel compelled to buy. If you look at the
bottom of the pyramid -This gives the company a rapid, efficient burst of growth propelling it ahead of
its competitors to capture much of the market share. This is supported by obtaining its fair share from
suppliers and resellers. Finally, it exploits the market share it has captured with efficient internal
operations focused on a high supply of successful products, reinforced with effective marketing.
REFLECTION: Share with each other: What percentage of your work week, if any, do you spend at the
base of the pyramid with customers? Do you think spending more time in contact with
customers would be beneficial for you?

FOUR PATHS:

Systematic exploration can reveal new opportunities with current customers and reveal opportunities
for new customers . Please check the following four paths to discovery , each containing unlimited
possibilities for growth.

PATH 1: THE KNOWING - DOING PATH
The knowing-doing path is the low-hanging fruit: opportunities which are known to both
the organization and the clients. For example, for years everyone was aware that within
retail banking in the U.S., customers were frustrated with inconvenient hours, poor service,
and high charges. Yet the banks remained apathetic. Then companies such as Commerce
Bank came along, offering extended hours, free accounts, and friendly service, resulting
in higher customer satisfaction and generating exceptional levels of deposits.
REFLECTION: 1. What do YOU KNOW NOW that your customers want or need that you haven’t yet provided?
2. Why is your organization not exploiting these opportunities?
3. What would it take to achieve change?

FOUR PATHS:

Systematic exploration can reveal new opportunities with current customers and reveal opportunities
for new customers . Please check the following four paths to discovery , each containing unlimited
possibilities for growth.

PATH 2: THE LISTENING PATH
The listening path involves unsatisfied needs known to a small number of customers
but not to the organization. The challenge here is for the organization to detect the weak
signals projected by this minority group. Many entrepreneurs are such customers;
frustrated about unsatisfied needs, they decide to develop solutions for themselves. The
primary cause of the listening gap is that most managers are distant from their customers.
The most effective—and easiest—way to explore the listening discovery path is to spend
quality time with customers
REFLECTION: Discuss together how you might go about exploring the “White Discovery Path” in your organization.

FOUR PATHS:

Systematic exploration can reveal new opportunities with current customers and reveal opportunities
for new customers . Please check the following four paths to discovery , each containing unlimited
possibilities for growth.

PATH 3: THE LEARNING PATH
This pathway represents opportunities that only the firm is aware of. As Henry Ford said,
“If I’d asked consumers what they wanted, I would have invented a faster horse.” In order
to bridge the learning gap you need to thoroughly understand your customers’ state of
mind. This includes understanding as many reasons as possible as to why a customer
could be prevented from buying your product.

REFLECTION: 1. Is something being developed or that could be developed that falls into this category?

2. Is there a clear pathway in your organization to develop ideas that the customer might need?

FOUR PATHS:

Systematic exploration can reveal new opportunities with current customers and reveal opportunities
for new customers . Please check the following four paths to discovery , each containing unlimited
possibilities for growth.

PATH 4: THE BLUE OCEAN PATH
The goal here is for companies to be ahead of the game and to set future trends. No
one at one time could have predicted the huge success of spreadsheets, Internet
browsers, and Internet banking. How do you identify future opportunities that no one
has yet detected? For example, a think tank could investigate what needs would exist
and be provided for if the cost of computer chips and telecommunications were zero.
They could then apply this to the growing population of senior citizens and identify
growth opportunities for further analysis. Another useful approach is simply observing
customers in their own environment.

REFLECTION: Think how you might go about exploring the “Blue Ocean” in your organization
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